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To create a reconfigurable radar transmitter, the power amplifier
circuitry and waveform must be able to adjust in real time to
changing operating frequencies and spectral requirements. For
range radars, better range resolution can be accomplished by using
waveforms of higher bandwidth. In this case it is desirable to
maximize the chirp waveform bandwidth while maintaining spectral
compliance and meeting power-added efficiency requirements.
Based on the concept of the Smith Tube (presented in a recent
conference article), this article describes a new intelligent,
vector-based search for the load impedance and waveform
bandwidth. The search provides the largest possible bandwidth while
maintaining the power-added efficiency and adjacent-channel power
ratio within specified requirements. The algorithm is demonstrated
in measurement with multiple starting impedances and bandwidth
search ranges, and consistently accurate and useful results are
obtained. Multiple iterations of the two-part search can be
performed for increased precision if the time needed to take
additional measurements can be tolerated.
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The increasing demands on radar systems to perform
their needed civilian and military applications are
prompting radar engineers to search for new solutions. A
radar system must maintain its detection capability while
operating efficiently and meeting spectral requirements.
To be compatible with a possible future dynamic-spectrum
access environment, future radar systems may need to be
capable of real-time reconfiguration to change operating
frequency and adjust to different spectral output
requirements. Measurement-based algorithms to allow fast
reconfiguration will be valuable in the development of
real-time reconfigurable radar systems.
The bandwidth of a radar waveform is significant in
determining the radar range resolution. Therefore, a
fundamental conflict in radar design is the trade-off
between low-ambiguity range estimation and abiding
within ever more stringent spectral requirements. In this
article, we demonstrate how a radar chirp waveform’s
bandwidth can be maximized while meeting imposed
limitations on adjacent-channel power and power
efficiency.
In our previous work, we have presented
load-impedance optimizations to maximize the
power-added efficiency (PAE) while meeting requirements
on the adjacent-channel power ratio (ACPR) of a
transmitter for a fixed-bandwidth waveform [1]. The
well-known equation for the PAE is
PAE =

Pout,RF − Pin,RF
× 100%,
PDC

(1)

where Pout,RF is the radio-frequency output power, Pin,RF is
the radio-frequency input power, and PDC is the DC power
(all in watts). The ACPR is simply the ratio of the total
measured power in a defined adjacent channel to the total
measured power in the defined main channel. Both PAE
and ACPR are significantly dependent upon the load
impedance [2, 3]. In a recent article [4], we presented the
Smith Tube as a cylindrical extension of the Smith chart
with chirp waveform bandwidth plotted along the axis of
the cylinder. That article shows how premeasured
power-amplifier load-pull data taken at multiple
bandwidths can be used to select an optimum combination
of load impedance and bandwidth to maximize the
bandwidth of the transmitted waveform, while
maintaining PAE and ACPR requirements.
ACPR results for amplifier broadband signal
excitations have been connected with third- and fifth-order
intermodulation [5]. Sechi describes in his work how to
design load impedance for third-order intermodulation
distortion and power from premeasured load-pull data
using a graphical technique [6]. This relates to the present
article because compromise between two objectives is
considered; however, premeasured data are used rather
than an efficient measurement-based search algorithm.
Sun and Lau have demonstrated the use of genetic
algorithms for antenna impedance tuning [7, 8], and the
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literature also presents approaches such as fuzzy control
[9], neural networks [10], and least-squares optimization
[11] for real-time impedance tuning. Sun et al. suggest
reconfigurable matching networks as a tool for providing
high-efficiency transmitters [12]. Kingsley and Guerci
demonstrate an adaptive amplifier module capable of
adjusting to optimize for different requirements, such as
PAE, minimization of third-order intermodulation, and
output power [13]. This previous work demonstrates that
the technology and ability to integrate adaptive circuit
techniques are available; the present article provides
intelligent algorithms that allow such optimizations to be
performed quickly and integrated with optimization of the
waveform.
Optimization of the radar waveform separate from the
circuit optimization has been thoroughly discussed in the
radar literature, but the present article presents (to our
knowledge) the most profound effort at optimizing the
circuit and waveform simultaneously. Simultaneous
optimization of transmitter amplifier circuit and waveform
will be necessary to meet the demands of next-generation
radar. A paradigm of radar systems known as adaptive
radar is under development that will be able to adjust its
design in real time for differing detection requirements,
hopping in frequencies and meeting dynamically changing
spectrum requirements. Adaptive-radar techniques will be
useful, among other applications, in cognitive radar
systems, where a radar learns about and responds to its
environment [14, 15]. The design of spectrally confined
waveforms through variable-modulus techniques is
described in [16]; constant-modulus techniques are also
often used for the purpose of maximizing the efficiency of
the system. Constant-modulus techniques include
continuous-phase modulation [17, 18] and piecewise
linear chirp optimization [19, 20]. Optimization of the
waveform for a target ambiguity function has been
performed by Patton [21], Holtzman and Thorp [22],
Wong and Chung [23], and Sussman [24]. Guerci and
Pillai suggest the need for radar waveform optimization
to take into account the transmitter, receiver, and
channel [25]. Waveform optimization for detection and
estimation in cognitive radio is described by Haykin et al.
[26]. Goodman et al. describe adaptive waveform
design using matched illumination and sequential
hypothesis testing to efficiently detect targets [27]. The
present article describes maximization of the waveform
bandwidth, which is a factor in providing range resolution
capability.
The idea for a joint optimization is a logical next step
based on the work of Jakabosky et al., who explore the
effect of an “amplifier in the loop” on the waveform’s
ambiguity function, concluding that distortion due to
amplifier nonlinearities results in increased range side
lobes [28]. Microwave-circuit designers have for some
time attempted to compensate for circuit nonlinearities by
adjusting the input waveform through a method known as
predistortion [29]. Our approach attempts to jointly
optimize the waveform with the circuit instead, whereas
1962

predistortion is focused on reducing the impact of
nonlinearities on the waveform (more like the “amplifier
in the loop” problem). By jointly optimizing the circuit
and waveform, we expect the optimal solution will result,
providing advances over a simple circuit or waveform
optimization.
The Smith Tube, which we recently presented in [4], is
a unique extension of the Smith chart to provide an
optimization space for a variable-bandwidth chirp and the
load reflection coefficient  L . While this extension of the
Smith chart is unique, other extensions of the Smith chart
in the literature include the spherical extension by Zelley
for mapping negative real impedances [30], also assisted
by the work of Wu et al. [31]. Shamim et al. have
generalized the Smith chart to include fractional circuit
elements [32]. Kretzschmar and Schoonaert describe a
Smith-chart modification for lossy transmission lines [33].
However, the Smith Tube is the first extension of the
Smith chart known to the present authors for joint circuit
and waveform optimization.
The limitation of the premeasured load-pull selection
approach we presented in [4] is that a load pull of the
entire Smith chart at multiple bandwidths often requires
hours (as it did for the measurements in that article). This
is obviously not feasible in a real-time, reconfigurable
radar unless premeasured data are available for all
conditions available to the transmitter. The present article
shows how an intelligent, measurement-based search can
be performed within the Smith Tube to find the optimum
combination of load impedance and bandwidth with a
small number (20 to 30) of measured load-impedance/
bandwidth combinations. This will provide the speed
necessary for a radar transmitter to quickly reconfigure to a
new operating frequency and changing spectral conditions.
The surface containing combinations of  L and B
providing constant PAE−the PAE surface−is expected to
be convex or near convex. The literature shows that the
nonlinear output power contours can be generated exactly
if an output model for the device parasitics is known [34].
Because input power is fixed for this optimization, the
PAE is largely dependent on the contours of output power,
which are convex in the Smith chart. While expected
to be convex in the two-dimensional Smith chart,
the PAE surface is not necessarily convex within the
three-dimensional space of the Smith Tube, as our
measurements demonstrate.
The ACPR is not expected to be convex in the Smith
chart, based upon the literature, although its observed
behavior for most devices shows that undesirable local
optima will likely be significant distances from the global
optima in the Smith chart. An example of load-pull
contours demonstrated in the literature for a similar
linearity metric (intermodulation rejection) is shown by
Hajji et al. [35]. Because a constraint is placed on
the PAE in the optimization, and the PAE optimum is
normally close to the ACPR optimum, this will tend to
force the optimization toward the global ACPR
optimum.
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Fig. 1. Smith Tube. Vertical axis represents bandwidth of input chirp
waveform, while horizontal cross section of tube is conventional Smith
chart [4].

The contribution of this article is the demonstration of
an algorithm to jointly optimize the input waveform
bandwidth and load impedance to maximize bandwidth
while meeting constraints on the PAE and ACPR. Section
II describes the Smith Tube, a three-dimensional extension
of the Smith chart which will be used as the optimization
space. Section III presents the two-part search algorithm,
and Section IV presents the measurement results from the
algorithm testing. Section V presents some conclusions
resulting from this work.
II. THE SMITH TUBE FOR CIRCUIT AND WAVEFORM
OPTIMIZATION

The Smith Tube, first presented in [4], is useful for the
optimization of bandwidth B under PAE and ACPR
constraints. The Smith Tube is shown in Fig. 1. The plane
is a conventional Smith chart containing all passive values
of amplifier load reflection coefficient  L (each mapping
to a load impedance ZL ). A well-known equation relating
reflection coefficient  L to load impedance ZL is
L =

ZL − Z0
,
ZL + Z0

(2)

where Z0 is the reference impedance [36]. As the
impedance is frequency dependent, the value of  L is also
frequency dependent. The value of  L at the center
frequency of the band is used for the optimization.
The vertical axis represents the waveform bandwidth
B. In this case, B represents the difference between the
start and stop frequencies of the chirp waveform’s
frequency sweep (this may or may not correspond to the
measurement bandwidth as defined by other standards).
As presented in [4], the design objective is to operate in
the Smith Tube at the highest intersection point of the
surfaces representing acceptable PAE and ACPR values,
as shown in Fig. 2. This allows selection of the maximum
chirp bandwidth that allows the power amplifier to meet
PAE and ACPR requirements.

Fig. 2. Conceptual drawing of Smith Tube containing example surfaces
for limiting PAE and ACPR values. Optimum point is selected as highest
point of intersection (representing largest bandwidth) between surfaces
representing limiting PAE and ACPR values [4].

As shown in Fig. 2, it is expected that the enclosing
values of  L that give acceptable ACPR will decrease in
width as the bandwidth is increased, because more of the
unwanted intermodulation distortion spills into the
adjacent channel for excitation waveforms with larger
bandwidth. It is also expected that the PAE will be nearly
constant with increasing bandwidth, because the PAE is
calculated from an output power measurement performed
with a broadband power sensor. Slight variation may be
encountered with changing bandwidth, due to the slight
variation of the load impedance with frequency over the
bandwidth of the waveform.
III. SEARCH ALGORITHM

We present a search algorithm to find the optimum
location in the Smith Tube, defined as the point providing
the largest bandwidth B. The algorithm proceeds as a
two-part search, first employing a vector-based search for
 L at a fixed bandwidth B at the center of the user-defined
bandwidth search interval (similar to the load-pull
algorithm we described in [1]), then holding the value of
 L constant while increasing the bandwidth. The search in
[1] triangulates within the Smith chart only and does not
include bandwidth considerations; the search in the
present article uses an adaptation of the search in [1] as
Part A, then performs an optimization for bandwidth as
Part B. The new two-part search can be repeated as desired
to improve the precision of the solution. A conceptual
diagram of the search is sketched in Fig. 3. The details
follow.
The user inputs an initial starting value for load
reflection coefficient  L and upper and lower search limits
for the bandwidth B. The user also enters the PAE and
ACPR limits, as well as the bandwidth resolution
parameter Bstop , which represents the minimum interval
size for the interval halving that will be performed
in the bandwidth part of the search, and the  L
“neighboring-point distance” resolution parameter Dn ,
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Fig. 4. Measurement of surrounding values of  L in Smith-chart plane
for PAE and ACPR gradient estimation at candidate  L .

Fig. 5. Graphical description of Smith-chart step vectors in
determination of new candidate point for cases when (a) PAE at
Candidate 1 is less than specified minimum (unacceptable) and (b) PAE
at Candidate 1 is greater than specified minimum (acceptable).

part of the search is performed with the bandwidth B fixed
at the center of the user-specified bandwidth search range.
Proceeding from the first (and any subsequent) given
candidate value for  L , the subsequent value of  L to be
examined in the search is found by adding the vector
Fig. 3. Search algorithm path for two-part fast search to maximize
chirp waveform bandwidth while meeting PAE and ACPR requirements.

which is the distance from the candidate point to
measurement points taken for approximation of the
gradients [1]. The user also enters the value for Ds , the
search distance parameter that appears in the equations
defining the search components. The values of Dn and Ds
are in reflection-coefficient units, so a value of 1 for either
of these parameters is equal to the radius of the Smith
chart. A typical value for Ds in our searches is 0.5, and
typical values for Dn are 0.05 or 0.1 for “uneducated”
searches. For searches where the user knows the
approximate vicinity of the solution and can start closer to
the optimum, a smaller value of Ds can be entered. Part A
and Part B of the search are now described in detail.
A. Search for Reflection Coefficient

The search for the optimum  L in the plane proceeds
in a similar fashion to the search described in [1], but
reversing the roles of PAE and ACPR. At the initial
candidate and all subsequent candidate values of  L , the
gradients are estimated by measurement of two
surrounding  L values in the Smith-chart plane, as shown
in Fig. 4. One point is separated to the right of the
candidate  L by a small distance Dn , and the other is
separated above the candidate  L by distance Dn in the
Smith-chart plane. PAE and ACPR measurements are
taken for these values of  L and used to estimate the PAE
and ACPR gradients.
Fig. 5 shows the construction of the search vector to
identify the next candidate  L in Part A of the search. This
1964

v̄ = p̂Dp + b̂Db

(3)

to the present candidate value of  L . The unit vector p̂ is
in the direction of steepest PAE ascent (in the estimated
PAE gradient direction), and the unit vector b̂ is in the
direction of the bisector between the PAE gradient and the
negative of the ACPR gradient. This vector has two
components: The component p̂Dp points the search
toward the PAE optimum, and the component b̂Db points
the search toward the locus of Pareto optimum solutions
(the constrained optima for ACPR under different PAE
limitations). Because the gradients for ACPR and PAE
will be collinear on the Pareto optimum locus, the unit
vector b̂ bisecting â and p̂ tends to point toward a
minimum path to get to the Pareto optimum locus. This
allows the search to proceed directly toward the
constrained optimum. The values of Dp and Db are the
values of the search-vector components in these
directions, and are computed as follows:


Ds PAEmeas − PAEtarget 


(4)
Dp =
2 PAEworst − PAEtarget 


Ds θmeas − θtarget 
Db =
2
θtarget

(5)

The value PAEworst is the lowest value of PAE measured,
while PAEtarget is the minimum acceptable PAE. The angle
θ target is the target angle between p̂ and b̂ in
Fig. 5, and its value is 90◦ , because p̂ and â are collinear
on the Pareto optimum locus (the ACPR and PAE contours
are tangent to one another on the Pareto optimum locus)
and the desired solution to the constrained optimization at
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hand lies on the Pareto optimum locus [37]. PAEmeas and
θ meas are the measured value of PAE and the angle
between p̂ and b̂, respectively. The preceding description
is for the case where the initial candidate is in a region of
the Smith chart where the PAE value is smaller than the
minimum acceptable value PAEtarget . Both (4) and (5)
serve as estimates of the percentage of progress from the
worst-case value to the goal in terms of obtaining desired
PAE−Dp in (4)−and reaching the Pareto front−Db in (5).
If instead the PAE is acceptable at the present candidate
value (greater than PAEtarget ), then the vector to the next
candidate is given by
v̄ = âDp + b̂Db ,

(6)

where â, the unit vector in the direction opposite to the
ACPR gradient, is used instead of p̂.
Part A of the search ends when the magnitude of the
search vector v̄ is less than Dn .
B. Search for Bandwidth

After the Part A search for the value of  L providing
the smallest value of ACPR while keeping PAE above a
specific minimum,  L is held constant at the Part A
optimum while the bandwidth B is adjusted. If Part A of
the search results in an ACPR value within the ACPR
requirements, this means that the bandwidth needs to be
increased to reach the highest point of intersection
between the PAE and ACPR surfaces: the optimum
solution. If Part A of the search results in a minimum
ACPR value that is larger than the maximum allowable
ACPR, then the bandwidth needs to be reduced in Part B
of the search to allow lower values of ACPR to be
obtained while meeting PAE requirements.
Interval halving is used for the process of vertical
searching in the Smith Tube. A range of candidate chirp
bandwidth values is specified by the user for the
bandwidth optimization. Part A of the search involves the
optimization of ACPR under a PAE constraint at the center
bandwidth of the range. If the ACPR value resulting from
Part A is within constraints, the bandwidth is increased
again to halve the interval between this bandwidth and the
upper bandwidth limit. If the ACPR value resulting from
Part A is not within constraints, the bandwidth interval is
halved between the starting bandwidth and the lower
bandwidth limit. Interval halving is performed repeatedly
in this way until the half-interval size for search step
decreases below a selected limiting resolution value Bstop .
At this point, the combination of the largest successful
measured value of B (the highest value of B providing
ACPR and PAE within the specified limits) and the
accompanying result of Part A for  L is chosen as the
optimum (B,  L ) combination.
Following the completion of Part B, it is possible (and
in some cases encouraged) to repeat both Parts A and B,
beginning from the combination of  L and B resulting
from the first iteration. This takes into account the possible
change in PAE with B (often expected to be a slight

Fig. 6. Measurement setup.

change), and also allows adjustment of  L at a value of B
closer to the optimum. The number of times to run through
the process of Parts A and B must be determined by the
resolution required in  L and B (i.e., how good is good
enough?) and the number of queries feasible given the
reconfiguration time available. In our laboratory, we have
used a rule-of-thumb goal of keeping the number of
experimental queries at or below 30.
For additional iterations of Parts A and B, it is often
desirable to change the settings to allow faster and
higher-resolution searches. For example, the step size Ds
for the  L search and the bandwidth range can be reduced
when it is concluded that the search has reached the
general vicinity of the solution. Fig. 3 illustrates a
situation in which the search is performed twice. In the
examples we have shown, the second step of the search is
performed using the endpoint and reduced step values (in
both  L and B) resulting from the first step of the search.
This assumes that the results from the first iteration (Step
1) are very close to the optimum and allows subsequent
steps to quickly perform fine-tuning of the results.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The algorithm was tested in measurement using a
Skyworks amplifier on the Baylor load-pull test bench.
Fig. 6 illustrates the measurement setup in the laboratory
of the authors. The chirp waveform was optimized using
an Agilent Technologies N5182 MXG signal generator
under control of MATLAB. Tuning of the load reflection
coefficient  L was performed using the Maury Microwave
Automated Tuner System load-pull software and
measurement setup. A Maury MT982B 0.8–18 GHz
impedance tuner was used for varying  L . Power
measurements used for PAE calculation were taken using
an Agilent AT N911A power meter and Agilent AT
N1921A wideband power sensor. For ACPR
measurements, an Agilent E4407B 9 kHz–26.5 GHz
spectrum analyzer was used. An input power of 2 dBm
was used for all measurements, which placed the device
approximately 2 dB into compression.
The two-step algorithm was tested. The goal of the
search was to maximize the chirp bandwidth B while
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Fig. 7. Single-iteration search results for starting  L = 0.9/90◦ and
bandwidth range of 5−20 MHz. Values of  L and B are sought
producing largest bandwidth while maintaining PAE ≥ 7% and ACPR ≤
−27.5 dBc. Total of 21 experimental queries were required for Step 1
(including both  L and B parts of optimization step).

providing ACPR ≤ −27.5 dBc and PAE ≥ 7%. The
parameters for the search were defined as follows: Bstop =
0.25 MHz, PAElimit = 7.0%, and ACPRlimit = −27.5 dBc.
Fig. 7 shows the results for a single iteration
of the search, with starting load reflection coefficient  L =
◦
0.9ej90 = 0.9 /−90◦ (this shorthand notation will be used
to represent the exponential with an imaginary argument)
and initial bandwidth search range of 5−20 MHz.
The search first found the value of  L providing the lowest
value of ACPR while maintaining PAE ≥ 7% (Part A).
This is performed for the center bandwidth in the range
(in this case, 12.5 MHz). The results of Part A show that
the optimum ACPR value under the PAE constraint was
less than the specified limit of −27.5 dBc, so the interval
halving was enacted toward the upper end of the range. The
value of  L was held constant at the found optimum value
of  L = 0.52 /−17.3◦ and the value of B was set to halve
between 12.5 MHz and the upper end of the bandwidth
interval, giving B = 16.25 MHz. For B = 16.25 MHz,
the ACPR was found to be too large, so the interval
between 16.25 MHz and the highest bandwidth for which
the ACPR and PAE were compliant was halved, giving
B = 14.375 MHz. For this B, the ACPR was again found
to be compliant, resulting in an interval halving between
14.375 and 16.25 MHz, or B = 15.3125 MHz. The
measurement at B = 15.3125 MHz gave an ACPR value
that was greater than the limiting value, so the interval
between 14.375 and 15.3125 MHz was halved, resulting
in B = 14.84375 MHz. The measurement at this value
of B was within ACPR and PAE compliance, resulting in
an interval halving between 14.84375 and 15.3125 MHz
(B = 15.078125 MHz). At this value of B, the measured
values of ACPR and PAE were found to be within
compliance. However, the half-interval size at this point
was calculated as 0.234 MHz, which is below the value of
Bstop (Bstop = 0.25 MHz). The search was thus terminated
and the value of B = 15.078 MHz was identified
as the maximum chirp bandwidth, while the optimum
1966

Fig. 8. Double-iteration search results for starting  L = 0.9/90◦ and
bandwidth range of 5−20 MHz. Values of  L and B are sought
producing largest bandwidth while maintaining PAE ≥ 7% and ACPR ≤
−27.5 dBc. Total of 29 experimental queries were required for Steps 1
and 2 (including both  L and B parts of each optimization step).

Fig. 9. Single-iteration search results for starting  L = 0 and
bandwidth range of 12−20 MHz. Values of  L and B are sought
producing largest bandwidth while maintaining PAE ≥ 7% and ACPR ≤
−27.5 dBc. Total of 15 experimental queries were required for Step 1
(including both  L and B parts of optimization step).

reflection coefficient was identified as  L = 0.52 /−17.3◦ .
For the single-iteration search, the final values of PAE
and ACPR were PAE = 7.31% and ACPR = −27.7 dBc.
A second major iteration of the search (Step 2) was
then performed to examine the benefits of reoptimizing for
 L and then reoptimizing for B. Fig. 8 shows the results of
the reoptimization. Slight changes are found in the
identified optimum values of  L = 0.55 /−31.9◦ and B =
15.3125 MHz. As expected, a fine-tuning was performed
for a slight bandwidth increase, at the expense of eight
additional measurements.
While Figs. 7 and 8 show the results of one and two
major iterations, respectively, for a starting reflection
coefficient  L = 0.9/−90◦ and bandwidth range of
5–20 MHz, Figs. 9 and 10 show a comparison from
different starting conditions:  L = 0 and bandwidth range
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Fig. 10. Double-iteration search results for starting  L = 0 and
bandwidth range of 12−20 MHz. Values of  L and B are sought
producing largest bandwidth while maintaining PAE ≥ 7% and ACPR ≤
−27.5 dBc. Total of 20 experimental queries were required for Steps 1
and 2 (including both  L and B parts of each optimization step).

of 12–20 MHz. Fig. 9 shows the results of a
single-iteration search from these conditions. The first
stage, the search for  L providing the lowest ACPR
possible with PAE ≥ 7%, was completed with a mere 11
measurements at the center bandwidth value of 16 MHz.
A value of  L = 0.53 /−31.0◦ was found to be the
optimum reflection coefficient, but this reflection
coefficient resulted in an ACPR greater than the specified
maximum of −27.5 dBc. Because a smaller bandwidth
interval was specified than the search displayed in Fig. 7,
the bandwidth-adjustment part of the search was expected
to complete more quickly, and this was indeed found to be
the case.
In Step B of the search, the first measurement was
performed at B = 14 MHz. Unlike the 16 MHz
measurement, this measurement passed both the ACPR
and PAE requirements. A measurement was then
performed for B = 15 MHz, which also passed. The
measurement for B = 15.5 MHz failed ACPR
requirements. Finally, the measurement for B =
15.25 MHz failed requirements. For interval halving to be
performed again, the bandwidth step would be 0.125 MHz,
below the specified search parameter Bstop = 0.25 MHz.
The search thus stopped, specifying  L = 0.53 /−31.0◦
and B = 15 MHz as the optimum combination of reflection
coefficient and bandwidth. This combination was found
with only 15 total measurements. The final PAE and
ACPR values were measured as 7.24% and −27.6 dBc. It
appears that some margin exists between the measured
PAE value and the limit of 7%. This raises the question of
whether additional bandwidth can be gained in some cases
by a second iteration of the search (with decrease
of PAE).
Indeed, slightly higher bandwidth was obtained by
extending the search to a second iteration. The results are

shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the optimal value of
 L changed slightly from its first-iteration endpoint, to
0.57 /−28.4◦ . This change provided a larger bandwidth
value of 15.25 MHz, to be obtained in the next
interval-halving step. The resultant PAE (7.17%) and
ACPR (−27.6 dBc) values are slightly closer to the
boundaries of 7% and −27.5 dBc. These results indicate
that a sacrifice was made (especially in PAE) to
increase the bandwidth while still remaining within
requirements. For a total of five additional measurements
required, an additional 250 kHz of chirp bandwidth was
obtained.
Single- and double-iteration searches were attempted
for multiple starting  L values and bandwidth ranges. The
results for the multiple starting points for a single iteration
are shown in Table I. Results for two iterations (the first
iteration as detailed by the Table I results, followed by a
second iteration starting at the endpoint of the first
iteration) are shown in Table II. Two of the searches used
the starting load reflection coefficient that was found
previously to provide maximum PAE for B = 16 MHz:
 L = 0.44 /−19.5◦ .
The results of Table I show that the values of load
reflection coefficient  L and final chirp bandwidth B are
very similar across multiple starting reflection coefficient
values and bandwidth search ranges. The resolution of the
bandwidth discernment in the search is related to the Bstop
parameter. Accordingly, Bstop gives a measure of the
expected correspondence and deviation of the final B
values selected by the search. The PAE and ACPR values
of the endpoints are close to their respective limits (7% for
PAE and −27.5 dBc for ACPR) but meet the
requirements, and the final chirp bandwidth B is
approximately 15 MHz in all cases. The number of
measurements for a single-iteration search varies from 13
to 24 across all experiments. This algorithm seems to
use a small number of measurements, considering that
both the circuitry and waveform bandwidth are
optimized.
For the double-iteration search, the difference between
end  L values is much smaller, and a larger bandwidth
appears to be found, on average. We suspect that this is
because the second iteration provides for adjustment for
any variation of the PAE with increasing bandwidth,
allowing the PAE and ACPR to be pushed closer to
limitations to try to obtain more bandwidth. Of course, the
number of times the search is repeated can be determined
by the user. The user must weigh the benefit of added
resolution (and potentially more bandwidth) against the
number of additional experimental queries necessary to
obtain the improvement. It appears in many of the cases
shown that the second iteration, while requiring five to
eight extra measurements, produces only minimal
improvement. For certain devices and circumstances, the
cost in additional reconfiguration time may not be
worth obtaining this minimal improvement, especially
in a real-time reconfigurable radar that is changing on
the fly.
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TABLE I
Single-Iteration Algorithm Results

Start  L

Bandwidth Range
(MHz)

End  L

ACPR
(dBc)

PAE
(%)

Final Chirp Bandwidth B
(MHz)

Number of
Measurements

5−20
5−20
12−20
12−20
10−20
10−20
15−20
15−20

0.49 /−17.6◦
0.52 /−17.3◦
0.53 /−31.0◦
0.52 /−36.8◦
0.49 /−17.6◦
0.54 /−26.2◦
0.55 /−31.9◦
0.55 /−9.9◦

−27.6
−27.7
−27.6
−27.5
−27.9
−27.6
−27.6
−27.6

7.39
7.31
7.24
7.12
7.23
7.23
7.10
7.13

14.84
15.08
15.00
15.25
15.00
15.31
15.31
15.31

13
21
15
24
13
18
17
14

0.44 /−19.5◦
0.9 /90◦
0
0.9 /180◦
0.44 /−19.5◦
0.9 /−90◦
0
0.9 /0◦

Note: ACPR = alternate-channel power ratio. PAE = power-added efficiency.

TABLE II
Double-Iteration Algorithm Results

Start  L

Bandwidth Range
(MHz)

End  L

ACPR
(dBc)

PAE
(%)

Final Chirp Bandwidth B
(MHz)

Number of
Measurements

5−20
5−20
12−20
12−20
10−20
10−20
15−20
15−20

0.54 /−16.0◦
0.55 /−24.9◦
0.57 /−28.4◦
0.52 /−36.8◦
0.54 /−16.0◦
0.55 /−28.5◦
0.55 /−31.9◦
0.57 /−17.5◦

−27.5
−27.6
−27.8
−27.5
−27.6
−27.5
−27.6
−27.5

7.22
7.17
7.09
7.12
7.15
7.15
7.10
7.11

15.31
15.31
15.25
15.25
15.31
15.47
15.31
15.47

18
29
20
29
18
23
22
22

0.44 /−19.5◦
0.9 /90◦
0
0.9 /180◦
0.44 /−19.5◦
0.9 /−90◦
0
0.9 /0◦

Note: ACPR = alternate-channel power ratio. PAE = power-added efficiency.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This article has demonstrated a method for
intelligently optimizing load reflection coefficient and
input waveform bandwidth to maximize the bandwidth
while meeting requirements for adjacent-channel power
ratio and power-added efficiency. This algorithm is
expected to find useful application in optimizing range
resolution of adaptive radars while ensuring
high-efficiency performance and spectral compliance.
Results have been demonstrated using measurements with
a setup containing a signal generator capable of generating
chirp waveforms of different bandwidths and a microwave
load-pull tuner system. In the experiment detailed in the
article, convergence of bandwidth and load reflection
coefficient to very similar values was found for a test
amplifier by using between 13 and 24 measured data
points. The ability to reconfigure quickly shows excellent
promise for integrating this algorithm in future real-time
reconfigurable radar transmitters.
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